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1. Introduction

The purpose of this study is to discuss physical concepts for resource accounting and to suggest a number of basic concepts that could also be valuable in social and economic sciences.

The study has to be considered as a first attempt to summarize fundamental concepts and ideas for an expanded resource budgeting. In order to be able to further develop and establish the basic concepts presented here, however, these must be widely criticized and tested.

Particularly within energy planning, there is now much confusion as to concepts and appropriate delimitations. We often try to solve this concept confusion by introducing new energy units, such as Watt-hours electrical energy (Whel), tons oil equivalent (toe) etc {2, 3, 4}. Instead, problems arise when comparing energy measured with different units. Furthermore, there is the problem of the different definitions of these units in different countries, depending on how the energy form is produced. For energy conversion processes, completely misleading efficiency concepts are often defined, that reflect reality in a false way {5, 6}. The energy and efficiency concepts used today cannot be applied in an expanded resource budgeting without further notice. The main reason for this is that these concepts lack a fundamental connection to the physical environment. At certain conversions, the environment is of great importance such as, e.g., at the space heating process.

The relationship between the physical resource base and the social and economic structure {7, 8} is a condition often neglected by historians, social scientists and economists. Scientists who have described the physical resource base have, on the other hand, often been little interested in social and economic structures in society.

There are, however, exceptions. There are economists who have tried to take physical factors into consideration as well as economic factors {9, 10, 11}. There are scientists who have taken an interest in catastrophes and threats caused by man’s actions and their squandering of natural resources {12}. Ecological aspects have been of great interest for speculations in this field during the last few years {13,14}. Within the Secretariat of Futurological Studies, two very interesting projects are being carried out in this connection, Energy and Society and Resources and Raw Materials. From these projects progress reports are continuously published {15} that are of great importance for the comprehension of the energy and material conversion in society {16}. An increased comprehension of the energy and material conversion processes is necessary when planning for the future. Interest in these processes has increased recently in society. The theme of the yearbook of the Swedish Natural Science Research Council 1976/77 is “Natural Resource Cycles” {17}. In order to be able to answer the question about which technology we should choose and how this technology is to be used, knowledge of nature
and its cycles is needed. This is because the functions of our own society are integrated in the conversion of energy and matter in nature.

The fundamental concepts that I principally discuss in this study are exergy \{18 - 21\} and efficiency \{22\}. The exergy concept has recently appeared more and more often in technical literature \{22 - 25\}. Exergy represents the useful part of energy for a system in its environment, i.e. the maximum quantity of work that the system can execute in its environment. The exergy concept derives from the entropy concept or rather the negentropy concept \{26\}, that is more useful in this connection.

Schrödinger \{26\} says in his book *What is life?* that “we feed on negentropy”. He might as well have said “we feed on exergy”. Exergy is the fuel for all systems with the ability to maintain themselves, such as the biosphere, an ecosystem, a species, or a living organism. Exergy studies should therefore be useful within those sciences which deal with such systems. In Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, I give a very brief account of the conversion of exergy on earth. The exergy reaches the earth by means of sunlight, which is then converted, and thus maintains the living conditions for almost all living things on the earth’s surface. The sociosphere constitutes the systems of the earth that are created by man. In this sphere world trade is an important exergy flow. There is a short comment on world trade in Section 3.3.

By starting from the energy conversion in a condensing power plant, we can clearly see differences between points of view in exergy and energy studies. These points of view can then be furthered to the energy conversion of a society. This was accounted for in Section 3.4. A first attempt to extend the exergy concept to also describe conversions of matter is made in Section 3.5 and in Appendix 2. To be able to unite the exergy conversion of human society with the global exergy conversion, I account for the exergy flow in Section 3.6. The human society today is dependent on exergy flows from finite deposits of exergy in minerals, such as ores and fossil fuels, but first of all on renewable exergy flows from funds, such as forests and fields, which convert solar energy. Human individuals, groups and societies are constantly dependent on exergy flows to meet their needs. We usually talk about energy resources, material resources such as ores, food and other biological matter, and the environment’s ability to purify itself. All these phenomena, however, are examples of exergy flows and can, at least in principle, be quantified in a unified way. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.9, Page 31, where the exergy conversion in Swedish society is presented. From this physical description of a society, we can then start discussing efficiency concepts and comparing different definitions of
efficiency. In Section 3.8, I compare energy efficiency and exergy efficiency as concepts of efficiency. The natural consequence of this will then be the question of how effective the total exergy conversion is in society. The aid for such an analysis is described in Section 3.9, Exergy analysis.

In Chapter 4, I discuss the relation between the concept of information, from information theory, and the exergy concept. There is a fundamental relation between these concepts, which are both measurements of order, structure, and contrast.

Chapter 5 is simply a brief concluding remark.

Further, there are five appendixes to the report, which give a more formal description and extension of the concepts presented in the text.
2. Exergy

2.1. Energy, matter and quality

Energy and matter cannot be created or destroyed nor produced or consumed. This is a fundamental law of nature. There are no sources or sinks for energy and matter. Energy and matter can only be converted into different forms. This occurs by the consumption of quality. Locally, the quality can be improved, but this can only occur at the expense of a greater deterioration of the quality elsewhere. On the whole it is a question of continuous deterioration in quality. This is also a fundamental law of nature.

The situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Energy and/or matter flow through a system. This must be well defined as to time and space. The motive force of the flow of energy and/or matter through the system is the quality. The quality of the energy and/or matter constantly deteriorates in the flow passing through the system. This is a condition if the flow is to have a definite direction and be defined as to time.

![Figure 2.1. The flow of energy and/or matter through a system](image)

When energy and matter flow through a system, a very small part of this is often stored in the actual system. There is usually a balance between inlets and outlets of energy and matter.

Energy and matter only serve as carriers of quality, and it is the quality that is consumed during the conversion of energy and matter. According to this way of looking upon flows of energy and matter it is wrong to talk about the fact that energy and matter are produced or consumed. It is only quality that can be produced or consumed. If an old car stands in the open air getting rusty the material deteriorates in quality but the matter still exists. It will combine with the environment in new chemical combinations, i.e. new materials. From social economic viewpoint, we can say that the car and its material decrease in value and, as time passes, become of no value.
Flows of energy and matter can be regarded as two different phenomena which transport quality. The nonphysical distinction between these is often unclear and approximate. A certain flow can often be regarded both as a flow of energy and as a flow of matter. More about this in Section 2.3 below. The abstract phenomenon of quality is information, which is discussed in Chapter 4.

Instead of saying that the quality decreases, we can say that the lack of quality increases, or that the entropy or disorder increases. It is stated in the second law of thermodynamics that conversions of energy and matter must always take place from a state of low thermodynamic probability to a state of high thermodynamic probability. The energy and matter tend to be distributed over a steadily increasing number of possible states. The quality decreases, and the contrast in a system or a flow is more and more wiped out. An example of this is a warm and a cold flow where the quality and the contrast are determined by the differences in temperature between the flows, which are then mingled to a tepid flow. A tepid flow has no contrast and has, therefore, lower quality than the original flows. This is expressed quantitatively in statistical mechanics as an increase of the entropy for the entire system. The entire system consists of all inflows and outflows as well as all the conversion systems between them. The entropy, represented by an $S$, can be written as a sum:

$$S = -k \sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P_j \ln P_j$$

where $k = $Boltzmann’s constant, $\Omega = $ the number of permitted states for the total system, and $P_j$ is the probability for all permitted states which is standardized so that the sum will be equal to one, i.e.:

$$\sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P_j = 1$$

The probability for a state can be directly compared to the knowledge of the total system. If we know for certain that the total system is in a certain state, the probability for this state is equal to one. The probability for other states must thus be equal to zero according to Eq. (2). The knowledge of the entire system is thus complete and the entropy for the total system is equal to zero ($S = 0$). Order is complete. On the other hand suppose we do not know anything about the total system. All permitted states must then be equally probable. The number of permitted states is $\Omega$. The probability of each state is thus, according to Eq. (2), equal to one divided by this number, i.e. $1/\Omega$. The entropy for the total system becomes $S = k \ln \Omega$. This is the maximum value of the entropy. Disorder is complete.
A conversion of energy and matter which takes place at a finite rate inevitably leads to an entropy production. The entropy production increases with the rate of the conversion. E.g. if we let the conversion take place at a low rate the entropy production becomes less than if the same conversion takes place at a high rate. A conversion which can be reversed is called reversible. Such a conversion is infinitely slow but does not involve a loss, i.e. there is no net production of entropy within the system during the conversion itself. There can, of course, be local changes of the entropy within the system, but on the whole there is no entropy production i.e. no losses of quality. However, a reversible conversion is never completed because of this, and therefore lacks a definite direction of conversion. Reversible conversions only exist theoretically. Real conversions of energy and matter are never reversible. They are always irreversible, which means that they always occur with a loss. Contrary to reversible conversions, irreversible conversions have a definite direction. Losses at real energy and matter conversions are therefore inevitable, and they are also to some extent necessary. Each desired conversion must involve losses, but the losses can be kept down. I have already mentioned a way of keeping down the losses, namely by keeping down the rate of the conversion. There are many other ways, for example choosing the conversion that involves the smallest losses. I will describe this later in connection with energy conversion processes.

The entropy concept is a measurement of the lack of quality. Due to this, the entropy concept gets a negative meaning. We can give a definition of the opposite of entropy, negative entropy or negentropy (-S). Negentropy thus becomes a direct measure of quality \{26\} and has a positive meaning. Negentropy is consumed when quality is consumed or lost.

### 2.2. The concept of exergy

How shall we measure the quality of a system or a flow of energy and matter? In the technical literature on energy the value of being able to estimate the useful part of the energy, that part that can perform mechanical work, has long been stated \{27-30\}. In 1953 Z. Rant suggested that the term exergy (in German Exergie) \{18\} should be used to denote “technical working capacity” (in German technische Arbeitsfähigkeit). A complete definition was given by H. D. Baehr \{19\}:

*Exergy is that part of energy that is convertible into all other forms of energy. (Die Exergie ist der unbeschränkt, d.h. in jede andere Energieform umwandlbar Teil der Energie).*

The exergy of a system in a certain environment is the amount of mechanical work that can be maximally extracted from the system in this environment. Some examples of systems are a solid, a body of gas, e.g. the air in a heated house in a wintry environment, or a certain quantity of fuel, e.g. the petrol in the petrol tank of a car. The concept of
mechanical work below is to be regarded only as an example of a totally ordered energy form, i.e. with the entropy equal to zero. It is only the useful or ordered part of the energy that can be converted into all other energy forms.

Baehr’s definition is obviously very general, and can be extended to concern not only energy but also matter. This extension will later be found to be completely justified. An ordinary battery can be used as an example of the conversion of different forms of matter. The matter is converted from one form to another through chemical reaction, and exergy can be derived in the form of an electric current.

Thus, the matter has a greater exergy content in a charged battery than in a discharged battery. The exergy content today is principally used at the optimizing of the steam process within the power industry.

R. B. Evans {20} has shown that exergy (which he calls “essergy”) in itself incorporates other thermodynamic concepts such as Gibbs free energy, Helmholtz’ free energy, enthalpy (a simplified derivation of this is given at the end of Appendix A), and “availability” introduced by Keenan {30, 31}. Another quite adequate name, “available work” was used by a working team within “the American Physical Society (APS)” in the summer of 1974 {22}.

Exergy is a measurement of how far a certain system deviates from a state of equilibrium with its environment. In Appendix A the exergy E for a system in an environment is written as

$$E = T_0 \left( S_{eq}^{tot} - S^{tot} \right)$$

(3)

where $T_0$ is the temperature of the environment, $S_{eq}^{tot}$ is the entropy of the total system, i.e. the system plus the environment when the system is in equilibrium with the environment (“eq” stands for equilibrium), and $S^{tot}$ is the entropy of the total system at a certain appropriate deviation from equilibrium. In Appendix A, it is also stated that this concept of exergy is a result of the above definition of exergy. The concept (3) is thus equivalent to Baehr’s definition. Exergy is a general concept of quality, i.e. the physical value of a system in the form of how large a quantity of purely mechanical work can be extracted from the system in its interaction with the environment.

By using thermodynamic relations, other concepts of exergy can be derived (see Appendix A).

$$E = U + p_0 V - T_0 S - \sum_i \mu_i n_i$$

(4)

where $U$, $V$, $S$ and $n_i$ denote extensive parameters (i.e. quantities that increase with the size of the system) of the system (internal energy, volume, entropy and the number of moles of different chemical elements) and $p_0$, $T_0$, $\mu_i$ denote intensive parameters (i.e.
quantities which are independent of the size of the system) of the environment (pressure, temperature and the chemical potential of the component “i” in its standard state, i.e. in equilibrium with the environment).

Thus, the exergy of a system shows how far the system deviates from the environment. We can see this clearer from the definition (5) below. When the temperature, pressure and chemical potential are the same for the system and for the environment, the exergy of the system is equal to zero. We can also see that the exergy of the system increases when the contrast, the deviation from the environment, increases.

\[
E = S(T - T_0) - V(p - p_0) + \sum_i n_i (\mu_i - \mu_{i0})
\]  
(5)

The following formula is very useful for determining the exergy \{22\},

\[
E = U - U_{eq} + p_0(V - V_0) - T_0(S - S_{eq}) - \sum_i \mu_{i0}(n_i - n_{i,eq})
\]  
(6)

where on the right side easily determined quantities appear (“eq” denotes equilibrium with the environment). The derivation is given in Appendix A. It is therefore an easy task to determine the exergy content of a given system in a given environment.

The exergy content in a material can be determined by the formula (see Appendix B):

\[
E = \sum_i n_i (\mu_{i0}^0 - \mu_{i0}) + RT_0 \sum_i n_i \ln \left(\frac{c_i}{c_{i0}}\right)
\]  
(7)

where \(\mu_i^0\) is the chemical potential for the matter “i” in its reference state (a state to which all values of the chemical potential for a certain matter are related) and \(c_i\) is the concentration of the component “i”. This way of expressing the exergy makes it possible to determine the exergy content in each type of material theoretically. The exergy content in a given quantity of a certain material can be considered as the quantity of exergy needed to produce this material from the given standard environment by reversible processes.
2.3. Examples of exergy carriers

In Section 2.1, I described how a flow of energy and matter is driven forward by the fact that the flow all the time continuously loses in quality. The quality was also described as the absence of disorder, i.e. of entropy. In Section 2.2, the exergy concept was defined. In this section, I will now link together the two sections by considering energy and material flows exclusively as carriers of exergy, so-called exergy carriers.

The quality of an energy form can be expressed as the quantity of negentropy per unit of energy for the energy form in question. The purest energy forms are mechanical and electrical energy, for which the negentropy is zero (-$S = 0$). Energy in the form of heat has a lower quality. The quality decreases with the temperature (provided that the temperature is higher than the environment). Baehr’s definition makes it clear that the exergy concept incorporates both the quantitative and qualitative properties of energy.

In Table 2.1 different forms of energy are listed according to their quality, decreasing from “extra superior” to “valueless” {32}. The quality of the energy is indicated by an index giving the approximate exergy content as a percentage of the energy content. The quality index ranges from 100 for potential energy, kinetic energy and electricity (which are pure exergy and thus can be totally transformed into all other forms of energy) to 0 for the exergy-lacking heat radiation from the earth. The quality index of heat energy varies considerably from 60 for hot steam to zero for heat radiation from the earth.

However, not only energy-containing systems carry exergy. If a system is deprived of energy (and thus deviates in this way from the environment) it carries exergy. An ice-block in an environment at room temperature is an example of such a system. (Due to this, the ice represents a negative energy content). When the ice melts, it takes energy from the surrounding air, but we can use the difference in temperature between the ice and the air to run a heat engine and thus extract useful work. This makes the ice a source of exergy. In an analogous manner, an empty container, i.e. a vacuum, surrounded by air and at normal pressure, contains exergy and can be utilized to extract work.

Analogous to the quality of energy, the quality of a certain material can be expressed as the amount of exergy (per unit) for the material in question. The purest form of matter is that consisting of only completely known elements, for which the entropy is almost zero. Diluted and mixed matters have a higher entropy, and therefore have a lower quality. The quality decreases with a greater extent of dilution or mixture. A concentrated mineral deposit has a high exergy content. By mining the mineral deposit and distributing it in the environment, the exergy content decreases. In Table 2.2 different forms of material are listed after decreasing quality. It is difficult to make a classification such as the one in Table 2.1. In any case, there is a clear difference between the upper part of the table, which can be considered as “extra superior” and “superior”, and the lower part, which can be considered as “inferior” or “valueless”.
Table 2.1. The quality of different forms of energy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of energy</th>
<th>Quality index (Percentage of exergy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extra superior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential energy(^a)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinetic energy(^b)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical energy</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical energy(^c)</td>
<td>about 100(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear energy(^d)</td>
<td>95(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunlight</td>
<td>93(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot steam</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District heating</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste heat</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valueless</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat radiation from the earth</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) e.g. highly situated water resources
\(^b\) e.g. waterfalls
\(^c\) e.g. oil, coal, gas or peat
\(^d\) e.g. the energy in nuclear fuel

The quality of the material form is expressed by an index giving the approximate exergy content i.e., the amount of “elements in an ordered form”, as a percentage of the amount of the material. The definition of the quality index is here analogous to the definition of the quality index for the energy forms in Table 2.1, where the quality index was the amount of “extra superior energy” as a percentage of the amount of energy in question. The exergy for a material is thus the amount of “elements in an ordered form” that can be extracted from a system in its environment. Thus, from a given amount of material, only the part given by the exergy content can be refined into a pure form, provided that no consumption of external exergy occurs. When estimating the exergy content for the material in question, Eq. (7) has been used. As the exergy does not differentiate between “extra superior energy” and “matter in an ordered form”, there is here a clear connection between energy and matter. (Einstein’s relation between energy and matter, \(E=mc^2\), the energy is equal to the mass times the speed of light squared, is another more fundamental relation.) Accordingly, we can exchange extra superior energy for the same amount of exergy in the form of matter in an ordered form. This is what we do when enriching and refining a mineral deposit into pure material. We exchange, so to say, exergy in the form of energy for exergy in the form of matter.

\(^2\) Corrected from later calculations
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Table 2.2. The qualities of different materials i.e. forms of matter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of matter</th>
<th>Quality index (Percentage of exergy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matter in an ordered form¹</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matter as commercial goods²</td>
<td>almost 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixtures of elements³</td>
<td>approximately 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich mineral deposits⁴</td>
<td>50-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ore</td>
<td>approximately 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor mineral deposits⁵</td>
<td>20-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral dissolved in seawater or soil</td>
<td>approximately 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ e.g. carbon in the form of diamond
² e.g. iron, gold or lead
³ e.g. steel, alloys or plastics
⁴ e.g. bog iron (limonite) or sea nodules
⁵ e.g. bauxite

From Table 2.2, we see that a qualitative index ranges from 100 for absolutely pure and atomically well-ordered materials such as diamonds, to almost 0 for materials evenly distributed in the soil or completely dissolved in seawater. The value of a qualitative index depends on in which environment the exergy is estimated. In Table 2.2, the estimate of the exergy content of the different materials was made with the earth’s average combination of material as environment. This means that those materials which are common on earth are of a low exergy value. A comparison with energy forms in Table 2.1 can be made, where heat radiation from the earth is considered as worthless.

Exergy-rich systems, such as chemically concentrated materials, can, in practice, be utilized in chemical-electrical cells of concentration type. At a river mouth, the exergy-rich fresh water literally flows into the sea. If the fresh water is made to mix with the saltwater in a controlled process, work (exergy) could be extracted. An estimate proves that the outlet of Göta Älv³ into Kattegatt is equivalent to a waterfall at a height of more than 100 meters. This might become an important energy source for the future. (The exergy content of fresh water is also illustrated by the fact that enormous energy quantities are needed to desalt seawater.) The exergy content in concentrated deposits of minerals will be further dealt with in connection with our discussion on resource accounting.

2.4. Global and local standard environments

As the exergy of a system is determined according to its environment, it is important to agree on suitable reference environments to be used. A global standard environment

³ Göta river flows into the Kattegatt sea
can be defined in terms of a standard atmosphere with a standard sea at sea level (for gravitational exergy, such as potential energy and tidal energy, the average sea level is a general standard), where the standard states are related to average geophysical conditions. For exergy analyses of traded goods, and for the use of exergy in the earth sciences, such a standard state is necessary.

Temperature conditions differ widely between different parts of the earth, as does the air pressure. Similarly, the chemical potentials of the water in lakes and rivers differ substantially from those of the sea. The structure of the ground and bed-rock varies much over the earth’s surface as well as on the bottom of the sea. Thus it is necessary to introduce local standards of exergy also. The most obvious advantage of such local standards is in describing the use of energy (consumption of exergy) in space heating. By adapting the building technique to the prevailing climate, the consumption of energy for heating can be kept down. The relation between global and locally defined exergies of a system is given in Appendix A.

To what extent local standards should be averaged through time, or vary with seasonal or daily variations, is a question that needs to be studied. For the description of space heating seasonal variations are clearly essential. When local standards are used, the local exergy content of a system will consequently vary with the location. This variation may be related to the economic value of the system. A flow of energy and matter can e.g. change its exergy content when passing between different environments. The contrasts between e.g. an ice-block and its environment in Greenland or in tropical Africa are quite different. This variation may be related to the economic value of the system. An ice-block is worthless on Greenland, but it could be valuable in tropical Africa.
3. Exergy and resource accounting

3.1. Exergy, a concept in natural sciences

On the surface of the earth, at many different levels of size and time scale, systems operate involving many kinds of matter in a complex pattern. Energy and matter permanently flow through different systems on the earth’s surface. Within many sciences, e.g. hydrology, climatology, oceanography and ecology, we are trying to describe and understand parts of these systems and flows. It may be a supernatural task to try to understand how all these systems and flows of energy and matter cooperate. We can easily split up all the systems of the earth’s surface into 5 different spheres, see Fig. 3.1.

![Diagram of five spheres](image)

Fig. 3.1. Five spheres in mutual interaction.

The atmosphere is the air that surrounds the earth, principally consisting of nitrogen (about 80%) and oxygen (about 20%) plus a few percentages of other gases such as carbon dioxide, water vapor and ozone. The atmosphere is retained around the earth by gravitation that is determined by the mass of the earth. Water is the only matter on earth that can simultaneously exist in the three states of aggregation, solid, fluid and gas, because we can have ice, water and water vapor at the same temperature on earth. Furthermore, water is an enormous heat reservoir, thereby balancing local temperature variations on earth. The lithosphere is the solid bed-rock with all its minerals and salts. Through erosion, these matters are dissolved and are then important nutritive salts in the water. The biosphere consists of all living organisms on earth, and the sociosphere consists of all the systems ruled by man. Plants and animals consequently belong to the biosphere, and buildings and machines belong to the sociosphere. Only so-called primitive people and their tools belong to the biosphere. All these spheres influence each other. An example of this is the oxygen of the air, sediment, fossil energy deposits, and
the DDT content in the biosphere. Figure 3.1 illustrates this influence as lines between the spheres. The communication between them is carried on by means of exergy. Exergy is consumed in the constant flows of energy and matter that go on within and in between these spheres. The driving source for the whole system is exergy that is pumped into it from outside. This process is illustrated by a schematic diagram in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2. Flows of energy and matter on earth are driven by the contrast between the sun and space.

Exergy from the contrast between the sun and space drives flows of energy and matter through the spheres on the earth’s surface. We see in Fig. 3.2 that there is a balance between the inflow and the outflow of energy. The average temperature on the earth’s surface is determined by, among other things, the amount of energy that radiates towards the earth. Matter is transported via countless cycles through systems on earth. The circulation periods for these cycles of matter can vary from splits of seconds to billions of years. Examples of parts of such cycles can be nerve impulses in a cell and mining in a human society.

When exergy reaches the earth, it is gradually destroyed, but on the way it manages to drive, among other things, the water/wind system, and life on earth. Merely the water circulation in the hydrosphere takes about 7000 times the energy which is converted in the sociosphere by man \{33\}. Complex structures, rich in energy and capable of reproduction, are formed by photosynthesis in the biosphere. The green plants pick up exergy from sunlight by photosynthesis, and convert it into chemical exergy in materials, which then pass through different food-chains. At every link, exergy is consumed. The last link represents micro organisms, which decompose the materials. The exergy that
cannot be utilized by these organisms forms peat instead, that gradually becomes stores of oil or coal. Stores in the form of living and dead organic matter on earth thus represent different forms of stored exergy.

The energy balance of the earth and the related exergy consumption can be illustrated by means of Fig. 3.3:

![Figure 3.3](image)

**Figure 3.3.** Short-wave sunlight inwards and long-wave heat radiation outwards.

Energy-rich sunlight reaches the earth. A lot of it is reflected directly, and therefore it does not join in the conversion processes on the earth’s surface. In Fig. 3.3, this part of the process was omitted and the inflowing sunlight is thus the net flow of sunlight reaching the earth. The energy of this flow is converted on earth, and thereafter it leaves the earth as heat radiation. The exergy of the sunlight is, however, consumed on earth. Figure 3.3 illustrates this process as a change of the wave-length between the inflowing sunlight and the outgoing heat radiation. The inflowing solar radiation is relatively short-wave and therefore has a high quality. The out flowing heat radiation is, however, long-wave and consequently of low quality. The whole of the earth can thus be seen as an immense machine picking up exergy from the sun. Due to this, all flows of energy and matter are carried forward through systems on the earth’s surface, and life can be created and maintained. The motive force is always the difference in quality between visible sunlight and outgoing invisible heat radiation.

In order to steer a process, e.g. a metabolic process in a living organism, along a definite direction, a thermodynamic **irreversibility** is needed. An increase in security can be obtained through an increase in irreversibility. This is obtained at the cost of an increased energy dissipation, i.e. an increased **exergy consumption**. The steering of a process in a definite direction must, therefore, use exergy. Processes of life and thermodynamics have been studied by Glansdorff and Prigogine {34} and Eigen {35}.

In H.T. Odum’s diagramatic description of ecological systems {13}, energy plays a fundamental role, which would probably be better played by exergy.
Metabolic processes in living organisms and eco-systems have analogous counterparts in human societies. Experience in describing natural systems ought to be of great help in describing human societies {36}.

3.2. Exergy of natural resources

By using the exergy concept, we can describe various types of resources used in a society in terms of a common physical unit.

The so-called energy resources have exergy contents that are very close to the energy values often given. Either they are of a mechanical form (hydro-power, wind power) which, by definition, is 100 percent useful work, or they are of a high-grade chemical form, for which the commonly accounted enthalpy is rather close to the exergy value {30}. In conversion through heat, we lose a large fraction of the exergy, see Section 3.4. One way to overcome this difficulty is to develop fuel cells that can convert chemical exergy directly into electricity.

In ascribing a definite exergy value to nuclear fuels, several difficulties arise, such as neutrino radiation and the lack of a well-defined final state.

But there are also resources other than the energy resources that have exergy. A concentrated metal ore contrasts against the normal chemical composition of the background. The exergy due to this contrast is retained when the ore is mined. When the ore is enriched and reduced to metal, the exergy of the material is increased, the added exergy coming from fuels and reducing agents used in the process, see Appendix B. The exergy is not destroyed until the metal products made from the metal piece in question are rusting or being dispersed {38}.

Minerals that are very common in the earth’s crust or in seawater - such as sand, salt or water - have little exergy, and they are also generally less of a resource problem. In an arid zone, however, water can be a precious resource, but in that particular local reference environment it also carries a lot of exergy.

Biological materials have exergy in two forms - chemical and structural of which the chemical exergy dominates quantitatively. When a fuel is burnt, the chemical energy is transformed into heat, whereby, depending upon the flame temperature, more or less of the exergy is destroyed.

The structural exergy lies in the low entropy (“improbable”) shapes that living matter takes. We utilize these when using wood as a construction material, or wool as a fiber. When using biological matter as food, we use both the chemical exergy (as fuel for the metabolism) and the exergy of the micro-structure of amino acids and vitamins (for building the body and substituting worn-out cells). After a biological material has been used as structural material, almost all of the exergy is left and can be exploited as a chemical exergy source, e.g. fuel.
The interesting point of the above discussion is that all kinds of natural resources evidently can be accounted for in the common entity, exergy, which is an expression for both the ability to perform work and the structure of information in the system. What it measures is the alternative physical work that would be required if all inputs to the process instead - with total reversibility - were taken from the standard reference environment.

3.3. World trade and exergy flows

International trade can be seen as a resource flow, measurable in terms of exergy. Exergy analysis might throw some new light on international trade by providing information which is complementary to the monetary data mostly used.

An interesting point is that the exergy requirement for the production of a given product differs from place to place, depending on the differing reference environments. This is one of the reasons for trade. An analysis of this would help in finding to what extent trade is caused by differences in natural resources, in local reference environments or in the structure of production systems.

3.4. Difference between energy and exergy descriptions

The exergy concept is today primarily used within the steam power engineering, where energy forms of different qualities are dealt with. Many of the energy forms from Table 2.1 are represented. It is shown here that for hot steam, district heating and waste heat the quality index, i.e. the exergy in relation to the energy content, becomes lower and lower. This must be taken into account by those engineers who work with these different energy forms.

Let us make a closer study of how a power plant works. The upper part of Fig. 3.4 below is an outline of a power plant, in this case a condensing power plant, where the combustion of oil or coal takes place. It could also illustrate a nuclear power plant, where uranium is used instead for creating heat. The heat produced is used to boil water under high pressure in a large boiler, in principle a large pressure-cooker (steam production unit). The steam is lead to a turbine, where the steam pressure is converted into rotation of the turbine shaft. At the other end of the shaft, an electric generator is located, producing electricity. The electricity is then distributed to the consumer to be further converted.
When the steam passed through the turbine it transmitted exergy to the electric generator. After the turbine, the steam is chilled in a condenser to water, and brought back to the boiler. This cooling is necessary to optimize the power transmission in the
turbine, since the turbine can work with maximal difference in pressure when the steam is condensed immediately after passing through it.

The chemical energy in oil and coal, or the nuclear energy in uranium, is thus transformed into electrical energy, but not without losses. The losses are great in an oil condensing power plant, no less than about 60%, and in a nuclear power plant they are no less than about 70%. Counting the total system, from the preparation of the energy raw material to the finishing treatment of the waste products, there are even greater losses. This is dealt with in exergy analysis in Section 3.9 below. Let us now see what happens to the losses in the power plant itself.

In the bottom part of Fig. 3.4 there are two diagrams of flows, so-called Sankey-diagrams. In the top diagram, the width of the flow is proportional to the energy content for the respective energy form, in the bottom diagram; the width is proportional to the exergy content. The first thing we notice is that the widths of the inflows and outflows in the two diagrams are almost equal. This is due to the fact that both the inflows and the outflows are very high quality energy forms. The quality indexes for the energy forms in question lie between 90% and 100%. For electrical energy the exergy content is as large as the energy content. The losses in the two diagrams are, however, quite different. At first we have losses in the furnace. The fuel is here converted into heat. In an oil or coal fueled power plant we get a flame temperature of about two thousand degrees (°C). In a nuclear power plant the temperature is instead a few hundred degrees (°C). The heat is then transmitted through heat exchangers to boiling water. The pressure is high, with the result that the water does not boil until it reaches a temperature of a few hundred degrees. Through the walls of the furnace, and through pipes, heat is transmitted to the environment, where it is lost. Heat is also led out with the exhaust gases, to keep the chimney of an oil and coal power plant free from condensed water. These furnace losses represent only a small percentage of the total energy conversion. We see, however, from the exergy diagram that something drastic happens. At this point, more than one third of the exergy is lost. We also see that it is lost in the process itself, i.e. only a very small part of the lost exergy leaves the power plant. The exergy flow just becomes narrower. Large quantities of entropy are created. This is due to the fact that the steam that leaves the boiler has a lower temperature and pressure than should be physically possible. The reason for this is limitations in the fatigue strength of the components included in the process, principally in the boiler and the turbine blades. In a nuclear power plant, more than half the exergy is lost at this stage of the process.

The width of the flows of thermal energy and thermal exergy as hot steam in Fig. 3.4, show the greatest difference between energy and exergy flow. This is also a completely different view of how the losses in the process arise. In a diagram of energy flows, the losses are heaviest in the condenser. A great deal of the energy is lost in the condenser through waste heat in the cooling water. Waste heat is, however, heat at a very low
temperature and therefore energy of a very low quality. This is clearly shown in the exergy diagram. The exergy content of the waste heat is just a small percentage of the energy content. To make it clearer we can picture the following process. Let us suppose that we convert the thermal energy in the waste heat into mechanical energy by an ideal process. From the waste heat, we would then only be able to convert that part of the energy content that corresponds to mechanical work, i.e. the exergy content. At such a conversion process the loss would be waste heat at the same temperature as the environment, i.e. with the exergy content equal to zero. It is by no means possible to attain more mechanical or electrical energy out of the thermal energy than what is determined by the thermal exergy.

When changing from mechanical energy to electrical energy, both with an exergy content of 100%, small losses arise through friction. These losses are on the whole equally small in both diagrams. Part of the friction losses consists of mechanical fatigue, i.e. wearing out of shafts and bearings.

The conclusion we can draw from the diagrams will thus be that in the diagrams of energy flows, the heaviest losses appear in the condenser but from the exergy flow, the heaviest losses seem to happen already at the combustion in the boiler. We also see from the diagram of exergy flows that these losses in the boiler cannot be extracted. Thus, the exergy is used in the process itself. It is an inevitable “internal loss”, in the process and is dependent on the technical solutions available.

Let us now look at a larger system, the energy conversion in a whole society. For all of the governmental energy reports \{2 - 4\}, a lot of summaries of statistical data as to the extraction, distribution, and use of energy in Sweden were made. Parts of these were then illustrated by a diagram of flows \{2\}. Such a diagram is to be found on the front page on some of these reports. It describes the energy flow through Swedish society in 1971, see Fig. 3.5. The quality of the energy appears from the denotations of the different kinds of energy. Arrows turned downwards imply losses. Hydro-power is to be found in the top part of the diagram and fuel oil in the bottom part. The width of the flows is in proportion to the energy content in each respective energy form.

Hydro-power is used to generate electrical energy. The potential energy in the power plant reservoir is transformed into kinetic energy, which is further transformed into electrical energy via a turbine and an electric generator. Nuclear energy and chemical energy are also used to produce electrical energy. This transformation takes place in condensing power plants and in combined power and heating plants. In the combined power and heat plant or cogeneration system, heat is also extracted at a low temperature through a so-called back-pressure process. Thus, all production of electrical energy takes place within the sector “Conversions in power plants”. The electrical energy is then directly used, partly in industry, e.g. in electric steel furnaces and in electrolysis, partly as lighting and for electrical domestic appliances. As we see from the diagram most of the
electrical energy is used within the industry to run machinery, i.e. the electrical energy is reconverted into mechanical energy. An increasingly greater part of the electrical energy is used in electric heating, partly as low temperature heat for space heating, partly as high temperature heat in industry.

Figure 3.5. Energy conversion system in Swedish society 1971 in energy units.

The conversion of chemical energy into high temperature heat completely dominates the diagram. Oil, coal, gas, waste, and fire-wood are burnt in furnaces in order to produce heat. Most of the high temperature heat is then, via a heat exchanger, converted into low temperature heat that is used for space heating. The heating is further contributed to by district heating and electric heating. Part of the high temperature heat is used in industry, especially within the processing industry (the iron and steel works, and the pulp and paper industry). Within the iron industry, large quantities of coal are used, and within the pulp industry, large quantities of timber waste are used. The rest of the high temperature heat is used for transports. At the conversion of petrol and oil in a car engine, almost 100% of the chemical energy is converted into high temperature heat. About 20% of this heat is then further converted into mechanical energy in the car engine. Nearly half of this energy is then lost through friction in the transmission. This section is, however, not found in the diagram. The efficiency of the transports is represented through the efficiency of the car engine, and is found at the lowest conversion level in the diagram.

We see that the losses in the diagram are unimportant. Within the sector “Conversions in power plants”, we find the energy losses through waste heat from nuclear plants and oil condensing power plants. There are further losses of electrical energy through conductivity losses; about 10% of the transported energy is lost in this way. On the whole
about 90 TWh is lost. At a total conversion of about 460 TWh, thus about 20% of the converted energy is lost.

We also see that at each conversion process we have a one to one relation, i.e. as much energy comes in as out of the conversion process. Energy is indestructible, so all energy must remain after a conversion.

We can make a diagram of *exergy flows* that illustrates the same energy system. Roughly it looks as shown in Fig. 3.6. The width of the flows here becomes proportional to the exergy content in each respective energy form. The units of the flows are, however, the same both for the energy and the exergy flow diagrams, i.e. TWh/yr. The difference now is that the width of the flows decreases radically at certain conversion processes, due to the decreasing energy quality and therefore also the decreasing exergy content. At the conversion of chemical exergy into high temperature heat, more than half of the exergy is lost. This is due to the fact that the exergy content of heat is much lower than the energy content.

![Figure 3.6. Energy conversion system in Swedish society 1971 in exergy units.](image)

Further, there are heavy exergy losses at the conversion of high-temperature heat into low-temperature heat, and also at the conversion of electricity into high or low temperature heat. As the exergy content of the high temperature heat is not utilized at the conversion of high temperature heat into low temperature heat, heavy losses are suffered here too. Consequently, a heat exchanger can not utilize the exergy loss when heat is reduced. The temperature decline in an ordinary oil furnace is thus not utilized when a flame at a temperature of about 2000°C is used to heat water to a temperature of perhaps 80°C. Electrical heat means that 90% of the exergy is lost at the conversion of electrical energy into low temperature heat, i.e. the electrical heat has an exergy efficiency of 10%.
An efficient heat pump ("an inside-out refrigerator") should be able to improve that efficiency to at least 30%.

It appears - not unexpectedly - that the largest losses of exergy occur in domestic heating. As we can see on the right hand side of Fig. 3.6, the exergy requirements in heating are quite small, and can be decreased even quite a lot further through improvements in insulation and in taking care of the ventilation heat. To decrease exergy losses within heating even further, we can either use a good exergy converter such as the heat pump, or spread-out exergy flows such as solar heating.

The total efficiency of the conversion process, from chemical exergy to mechanical exergy, is the same in both energy and exergy diagrams.

We can see that the losses in the exergy flow diagram are substantial. On the whole, there is a loss of about 320 TWh, i.e. 70% of the converted exergy is lost.

In the exergy diagram, inflows and outflows in exergy conversions do not need to have a one to one relationship. Exergy is not indestructible and it can be consumed.

By using diagrams such as Fig. 3.6 to describe the exergy flows in an energy system, we obtain a clearer idea of where measures should be taken to take care of the energy and exergy better.

### 3.5. Exergy and other resource measures

Resources are the known and retrievable parts of natural resources, i.e. those substances in ground, water and air which can be utilized. When a resource is used in society, it is often called raw material. By resource measures I mean those measures which are traditionally used to quantify these flows of resources and raw materials.

Resources are traditionally divided into energy resources and other resources. The exergy content of the energy resources is determined by multiplying the energy content with the quality index for the form of energy in question, see Table 2.1. Energy resources are measured in energy units, i.e. the same units as exergy. Other resources are usually measured in units such as weight units, volume units, or just number of units. So, within forestry we speak of m3 of timber, and in agriculture of metric tons of crops or number of animals. These measures are often chosen for purely practical or traditional reasons.

Let us call a resource used in society a commodity. Statistics on commodities are based on the quantity of each commodity. According to international norms, commodities are then divided into commodity groups, commodity subgroups, etc. The statistics are then shown in tables or diagrams in accordance with these commodity norms.

In statistics there is no common physical factor between different commodities, therefore the statistics cannot be shown in integrated form such as a flow diagram of different energy commodities, see Fig. 3.5. The only common measures used today are economic measures such as SEK (Swedish kronor). The disadvantage with such measures
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is that the economic value of a commodity is determined by costs for production, and supply and demand. The economic value can also be affected by subsidies and taxes on certain commodities. This means, in this case, that the value of a commodity can change even though the commodity itself has not changed in physical respect. To avoid such problems, the value of a commodity must be determined purely by the physical properties of that commodity.

It is natural to choose the exergy concept as a measure of the physical value of a commodity. Exergy is, by definition, a measure of the “physical value” of a system, in relation to its environment. In practice, the exergy content of a commodity can be calculated through multiplying the amount of the commodity by a so called quality factor, which is determined partly by the quality of the commodity, partly by the environment of the commodity. The unit for such a quality factor will then be, for example, kWh per ton, or kWh per m². The exergy content for the Swedish iron ore conversion in 1975 is calculated in Appendix B. You will find the results of this calculation in Fig. 3.9. The unit of all the flows is TWh per year, i.e. the same unit as in the energy and exergy diagrams in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. We also see that the losses are great. Approximately 47 TWh of energy, electricity and ore is needed to produce the amount of iron and ore in question, about 7 TWh. The efficiency is thus about 15%. There will be more about this in Section 3.8, which concerns efficiency concepts.

Thus a change to quantifying flows of material by exergy only means determining the conversion factors for each material. This can constitute the first part of an expanded resource budgeting, as well as a link in an integration with the traditional energy budgeting, which I mentioned in the second part of the preceding section. One advantage with a change to measuring resources and raw materials in exergy units is that energy resources and energy raw materials will have the same units as other resources and raw materials. A division into energy resources and other resources and raw materials can often be very approximate. We can, for example, regard oil as an energy raw material and wood as another material, but the distinction is not very meaningful, since oil can also be used for production of materials just as wood can be used as fuel. Therefore, these resources ought to be considered together, in which case the concept of exergy would be a useful resource measure. This is illustrated in the diagram of the Swedish exergy conversion in Fig. 3.9.
The concept of exergy can only show the physical quality of a commodity. The properties which are interesting in this context are then concentration, chemical composition and amount of the commodity. However, the exergy content says nothing of the physical or biological properties of a commodity, e.g. electric conductivity, nutritive value, toxicity or such properties. Commodities are only considered as carriers of exergy. However, let us assume that we are studying a specific property, for example the electric conductivity, of different materials. Then the efficiency of the exergy conversion can be a measure of the quality of the material. A material with poor electric conductivity will have greater exergy losses than a material with good electric conductivity when used as a conductor of electricity. In Chapter 4, I will discuss the efficiency of the transfer of information between different systems in terms of exergy per information unit.

3.6. Flows, deposits and funds

Energy and material resources occur partly as flows, partly as stocks. We interpret the continuously flowing solar energy and flows of water such as rivers as flows. A flow has a limited capacity, but is unlimited in time. An ecosystem, such as a forest, is a valuable stock. It is constructed out of flows of sunlight, water, carbon dioxide and minerals. This gives rise to a flow of newly formed biological matter, and a part of this can be taken out of the system without causing the destruction of the stock. Other stocks, e.g. an oil deposit, have completely different properties. These can give rise to a flow only while they are successively drained and emptied.

As to stocks, we therefore differ between dead stocks, or deposits, and live stocks, or funds. A deposit is a stock which is emptied as it is used, e.g. an oil find or a mineral ore. A fund or a live stock is a stock which, without being used up, converts one resource flow into another in a desirable manner \cite{10}. I.e. a fund is an exergy converting system. For a
hunting and gathering culture, the forest is a fund which uses small part of the incoming flow of sunlight to return flows of edible or in other ways useful plants, and animals which can be caught or hunted. For a farming culture, the cultivated land represents a similar fund, which gives a substantially greater return, but, contrary to the forest, needs to be continuously re-cultivated. The global system, created by the earth’s atmosphere and hydrosphere, is a fund which catches and transfers solar exergy. This live stock distributes the temperature more evenly over the earth. It also distributes the water, and it has a protecting and purifying ability. Thereby it provides the basis for another fund, the biosphere, to convert the flow of sunlight into exergy rich biological matter.

Some live stocks can give a continuous return, e.g. a hydro-electric power plant. Others periodically, e.g. yearly, build up deposits which can be harvested, e.g. a field. For some funds this period of build-up can be quite long, e.g. a forest.

Figure 3.8. The exergy flow from the sun and the exergy stocks on earth create the resource base for human societies on earth.
The deposits of oil and coal are added to so slowly that this is hardly of any practical interest. Peat bogs also grow very slowly, but still fast enough for the ground to be considered of interest as a fund for taking care of solar exergy. Metal ores are created by geological processes. Lake and bog iron, however, are deposited at such a rate so that the same lake can sometimes be “harvested” again in less than a century.

In Fig. 3.8, we see how the exergy flow through human society is maintained. The greater part of the exergy requirements are seen to come from the terrestrial exergy stocks. Man only uses a very small part of the exergy flow from the sun, for solar heating. In society there is thus, on the whole, a continuous exergy loss. Some exergy flows, such as flows of ores, increase their exergy content when passing through society. However, other flows decrease their exergy content all the more. Let us have a closer look at the exergy conversion in the Swedish society.

3.7. Exergy conversion in Swedish society

A diagram of exergy flows can be constructed over the total conversion of energy and material which takes place in the Swedish society during one year. This will look like the diagram in Fig. 3.9.

We recognize the lower part of this diagram as the one on exergy flows in Fig. 3.6. Here we find the “inflows” of chemical exergy, nuclear exergy and hydro-electric power. Now we see the conversion of these flows in society much clearer than before.

The new flows in the diagram derive from exergy that we traditionally consider as pure materials (except solar heat) separate from the energy conversion in society. One of these is harvested forest, i.e. the amount of forest that we cut down in one year. Harvested crops are the amount of plant material produced on our cultivated land during one year. We mine ores from the ground as material. This is because the ores contain iron, a metal which is important to us. Another addition is solar heat, i.e. that part of the solar exergy which we use for domestic heating during the heating season.

We have obtained the figures for this diagram in the statistics available principally from The Central Bureau of Statistics (SCB) {39}. In addition to this, there are some approximations and evaluations since there are seldom enough figures on the quality of energy and material forms. Due to this, the inaccuracy in some flows can be up to 5 TWh/yr. This concerns in particular the flows of crops and heat.

Let us now have a closer look at the flows in Fig. 3.9. At the top we have an inflow of sunlight. This flow is estimated as 3 TWh/yr on the basis of figures on how much of domestic heating is covered by so-called passive solar heat. A south window admits about 2 kWh/m^2 per day during the heating season in Stockholm. (A south window can be made to act as a small heating element by suitable control of the window shutters. {40}.) An active use of solar heat could in the future cover heating requirements
completely. The main problem today is how the heat could be stored. The sun shines least when we need it the most, and vice versa. The inflow of solar heat in the Swedish exergy conversion is the only inflow which comes directly from the exergy flow of sunlight towards the earth, see Fig. 3.8. Sunlight is naturally the basis for all inflows, except for the inflow of ores and nuclear fuels. This is because all these inflows consist of solar exergy which has been stored from hundreds of millions of years as oil and coal to a few months as crops and hydro-electric power.

The topmost actual conversion in the diagram concerns the forest industry. The stock of forest, a fund, is harvested each year and the timber is used either as timber raw material or converted into paper pulp and paper. At the conversion of timber into pulp, large amounts of heat are used to boil wood chips in the processing of paper pulp. This heat is produced by burning effluence (liquors) and fuel oil. (In principle, the conversion of timber into paper pulp could be done together with an exchange of heat (41)). Approximately 70 TWh of effluence and fuel oil is converted into less than 15 TWh of heat. Together with 53 TWh of timber and 15 TWh of electricity this makes about 50 TWh of wood, pulp and small amount of paper. The efficiency of the conversion for the whole of the forest industry is then about 36%.

The next conversion process in the diagram shows agriculture and the food industry. Harvested crops are converted into food with the aid of fuels and electricity. The food consists partly of vegetable products such as vegetables and bread, partly of animal products such as milk and meat. The exergy flow of food is based on how much food Swedes eat in one year (2 700 Kcal per person and day makes about 9 TWh/year). This means that the food which is thrown away is not included in the food flow, but is represented as a loss in food processing. Some estimations imply that 25 - 30% of the food that leaves the shops is thrown away. Large parts of the losses in agriculture are also inevitable since the some crops are not edible to humans, such as straw. Regrettably the use of straw in animal production has decreased considerably the last few years. This depends to a large part on the shift in the consumption of animal products from milk and butter to pork and poultry. Due to this, the efficiency of the conversion process within food production is quite low, only about 9%. Also, the exergy content of the agricultural produce is lower than the exergy content of the inputs such as fertilizers, machine wear, and fuels (43). About a third of the inputs of fuel and electricity in food production is used in the food processing industry.

Hydro-electric power is the next conversion process in the diagram. The losses at the conversion into electricity are relatively small. This is because the potential energy stored in the water reservoir and the electrical energy produced is both energy forms of high quality and are easy to convert into each other. There are some losses of electricity due to conductivity losses during transport. This is shown in the diagram as a narrowing of the exergy flow of electricity. I discussed the use of electricity in connection with Fig. 3.6.
In Section 3.5 and Appendix B, I made a summary of the Swedish iron ore conversion process. We see this conversion process in its context in the diagram in Fig. 3.9.

As we see in the diagram, the chemical industry converts fuels and electricity. Two thirds of the converted “fuels” can be found in the end products such as rubber, plastics and fertilizers. The chemical industry is hereby a direct example of how a traditional energy raw material such as oil can be used as a material. The “used” material can then be used as energy raw material. This is of course true about some other materials as well,
such as wood and paper, though we should first of all strive to re-use material as material, not as energy raw material.

The transport sector has here been given an efficiency of conversion of about 10%, i.e. the approximate efficiency of a car, bus or truck. The transport work thus consists of exergy to overcome the air resistance and to give the vehicle an accelerative force.

The conversion of fuels into heat is divided between industrial and other premises, such as residential premises, shops premises and public premises.

Other natural exergy flows support society through more indirect means. They purify water, air and earth, and store, for example, heavy metals and sulphides. The natural ability to purify air and water could, roughly estimated, mean 0.5 TWh per year in Sweden in terms of exergy, which is too little to be represented in the diagram in Fig. 3.9. However, the same purification would, with industrial methods, cost many times more, both in terms of exergy and economically.

By using diagrams such as Fig. 3.9 to describe resource flows, we obtain a clearer idea of where to put in efforts to make better use of the resources. This should be done at all levels of the resource system.

Another advantage with the diagram in Fig. 3.9 is the division of all inflows into direct flows, flows from funds, and flows from deposits. Thus the inflow of sunlight is a direct flow of exergy from the sun. Then follow the inflows of harvested forest and crops, and hydro-power. All these flows derive from terrestrial funds of exergy. The remaining inflows of ores, nuclear fuel and fuels, come from non-renewable stocks, deposits, on earth.

To maintain a society with respect to the exergy conversion for longer periods of time, that society's exergy requirements must be almost completely covered by the solar flow and from the flows of terrestrial funds. As we can see in the diagram on the exergy conversion in the Swedish society in 1975, this is not at all the case. Thus the situation in which we find ourselves now cannot last in the long term.

3.8. Concepts of efficiency

Analogous to the two concepts energy and exergy, we can define two concepts of efficiency in an energy (and exergy) conversion process,

i) the energy in the desired end product divided by the inputs of energy. This quantity is called the “first law efficiency” in the APS-report {22}. Here it is called energy efficiency, and is denoted by $\eta_{en}$.

ii) the exergy of the desired end product divided by the inputs of exergy. This quantity is called the “second law efficiency” in the APS-report {22}. Here it is called exergy efficiency, and is denoted by $\eta_{ex}$.
At conversions of energy between different forms, there are generally some losses of energy. Because the physical environment at energy conversions is often ignored, the energy efficiency can become greater than 1 (i.e. 100%). An example of such a conversion process is the heat pump, which can be found in Fig. 3.10. The heat pump has oceans of “free” energy (with a quality index of 0) to scoop out of its environment. We then speak of a coefficient of performance (COP) instead of efficiency. The exergy efficiency always has to be smaller than one. This is due to the fact that exergy cannot be created; it can only be destroyed or consumed.

The diagrams in Fig. 3.10 illustrate the differences between energy and exergy flows, and thereby efficiency, for 4 conversion systems: an oil furnace, electric heater, an electric heat pump and a combined power and heat plant.

At the top we see the conversion of fuel into heat in an ordinary oil furnace. The energy efficiency is limited to about 85%, principally through losses of smoke. The low value of the exergy efficiency, about 4%, is, however, due to the fact that the fall in temperature when a thousand degree flame heats water to 60°C is not utilized.

As we can see, electric heating has an energy efficiency of 100%. In the diagram for the electric heat pump we see that this is not any top limit of energy efficiency at the conversion of electricity into heat. A heat pump can, of course, also be run with fuels by connecting it to a combustion engine. The heat pump can also in this way take the place of an ordinary furnace for space heating. If the environment is ignored, the conversion of electrical energy or fuels into heat can be well over 100%. We see that in looking at exergy the picture becomes quite different. The exergy efficiency for electric heat is about 5% and for the heat pump 15%.

In Fig. 3.4, the energy and exergy flows through a condensing power plant were compared. Here we saw that the efficiency is the same from both energy and exergy point of view. This is because the inflow of fuels and the outflow of electricity both have a high quality, i.e. a high exergy value. In the diagram of a combined power and heat plant in Fig. 3.10, we see that the exergy efficiency is about the same for a condensing power plant as for a combined power and heat plant. We can understand this better when we see how the exergy losses are distributed in a condensing power plant. The greatest exergy loss occurred at the conversion of fuels into heat in the boiler. Since the conversion is the same in both condensing power plant and combined power and heat plant, the total exergy efficiency will be the same, about 40%. When looking at energy, circumstances are quite different. When the energy efficiency of a heat plant is stated, it is seldom shown that the theoretical maximum energy efficiency is perhaps 300%, not just 100% {4, 5}. 
There are no general efficiency concepts today for material conversions. The natural cause for this is that there is no general resource measure. At analyses of energy in agriculture, efficiency is often given as energy input divided by energy output, i.e. energy efficiency, even though we at first see agricultural products as materials (biological matter). Within forestry, this type of efficiency concept is lacking. Efficiency concepts which are similar to exergy efficiency are used more and more in iron and steel production \cite{45}. The measures most often used are Gibbs or Helmholtz free energy, see Appendix A. Together with information of the standard states of the participant substances, this gives information of the exergy efficiency of the process in question.
In Section 3.5 and in Appendix B, the conversion of Swedish iron ore was discussed very shortly. The total exergy efficiency for the iron and ore conversion was in Section 3.5 stated as 15%. For the iron conversion itself the exergy efficiency is about 6%, see Appendix B.

The concept of exergy efficiency is clearly directly related to the practical use of energy. But, according to the second law of thermodynamics, an exergy efficiency of 100% can only be accomplished at reversible processes which in principal take infinite time. A conversion process which takes place at a rate (exergy per time unit) close to zero must have a gradient other than zero.

The production of entropy and the exergy losses associated with this are discussed in Appendix D. A maximal exergy efficiency, $\eta_{\text{max}}(v)$, is defined. This depends on the rate (v) of the conversion process. The nature of this dependency at simple assumptions is shown in Appendix D.

It could also be useful to introduce a relative exergy efficiency, $\eta_{\text{rel}}$, which brings together $\eta_{\text{ex}}$ and $\eta_{\text{max}}(v)$ according to (C.7),

$$\eta_{\text{ex}} = \eta_{\text{rel}} \cdot \eta_{\text{max}}(v)$$

3.9. Exergy analysis

The exergy content in an end product does not correspond to the exergy which is used in the production. To draw up an exergy budget, it is necessary to take all different inflows of exergy in the process into account {38}. In 1974, a conference {46} was held by the International Federation of Institutes for Advanced Studies (IFIAS) at which this type of budgeting was denoted energy analysis, and Gibbs free energy was chosen as a unit of measure. In a progress report from the project group “Energy and Society”, supported by the Secretariat of Futurological Studies, there is an interesting description of energy analysis {47}. The energy analysis has been criticized from many directions {24}. In energy analysis we often only measure one resource, energy, without taking into consideration other resources which are needed in the conversion process. This is due to the natural limits of the energy concept. By instead choosing exergy as a measure, we partly bypass these problems. However, some general standards must be introduced. This type of budgeting should be called exergy analysis.

When we apply exergy analysis to production processes and services, we should not limit the analysis to one specific part of the process, but analyze the process as a whole as well. Exergy analysis should also be applied to various functions in society, such as transports. Exergy analysis should also be useful at an analysis of the whole metabolism.
of society, as described in Section 3.7. This was partly done when we analyzed chains of resources.
4. Exergy and information

Exergy is a measure of how much a system deviates from its equilibrium with the environment, see Eq. (5). The more a system deviates from equilibrium the more information is needed to describe it and the greater is its capacity for carrying information \([53]\). There is therefore a close connection between exergy and information (or information capacity). This connection is of fundamental importance. It is discussed further in Appendix C. The relation between exergy, \(E\) in Joule (J) and information, \(I\) in binary units (bits) is

\[
E = k'T_0I
\]  

(10)

where \(T_0\) is the temperature of the environment measured in Kelvin (K) and where

\[
k' = k \ln 2 \approx 1.0 \times 10^{-23} \text{ J/K} \quad (k = \text{Boltzmann’s constant})
\]  

(11)

is the fundamental constant \([21]\).

For example, the net flow of information capacity to the earth from the sun is about \([21]\), see Appendix E, Eq. (E.7),

\[
1.2 \times 10^{17} (1/290 - 1/5800) \text{ J/Ks} \approx 4.0 \times 10^{37} \text{ bits/s}
\]  

(12)

Man only uses a fraction of this, about \(5 \times 10^{13} \text{ bits/s}\). Thus the relation between used and available information capacity is about \(10^{-24}\). The same relation for energy conversion is about \(3 \times 10^{-5}\). Thus, the unused information flow from the sun is enormous. Some of the explanations for this follow below.

Information has to be stored and transported with the help of methods that are as safe as possible. To attain this, redundant codes are used, and at copying processes dissipation of extra energy is allowed, so as to render the process irreversible (one-way). The quality of the transfer increases with the loss of some of the information capacity.

At everyday communication of information, the energy consumption is quite high. This makes the exergy per bit relation high, which means that only a small part of the available information capacity is used. Therefore only a small part of the inflow of information capacity towards the earth is used as mentioned earlier, see Eq. (12). However, if we consider the conversion of solar exergy into the ordered structures of plants, we realize that even though only a small part of the primary inflow of information is captured, parts of percent, this amount is still quite enormous in itself.
It is of interest to compare the efficiency of information transfer between different systems. A measure of efficiency is the amount of exergy converted per bit of information. The dimension of this is temperature. The lower this temperature is, the more efficient is the information transfer. If this temperature is too low, however, thermal fluctuations in the environment can destroy the information, see Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Efficiency in information transfer expressed in exergy per bit of information and in characteristic temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exergy per bit [J/bit]</th>
<th>( T_{\text{transfer}} ) [K]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric typewriter( ^a )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio receiver( ^a )</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-4} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television( ^a )</td>
<td>( 2 \times 10^{-5} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer memory</td>
<td>( 10^{-12} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human speech</td>
<td>( 10^{-16} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human ear</td>
<td>( 10^{-17} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human eye</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-18} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein biosynthesis in a cell( ^b )</td>
<td>( 4.6 \times 10^{-21} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \)Data from \{21\}
\( ^b \)Data from \{48\}

The sensitivity of the retina is such that the human eye functions near the quantum mechanical limit. It is in fact enough with only a few quanta to cause a reaction in the eye. Storage of information in a computer memory has a characteristic temperature of about \( 10^5 \) times the temperature for sight. But on the other hand the time resolution, and thus the rate, is about \( 10^5 \) times higher than for the eye. The conclusion is that living creatures and computers are each efficient in their use of exergy to receive and transfer information. The biosynthesis in a cell is after all many times more efficient.

Electronic circuits, man’s ear and eye, and protein biosynthesis are drawn in a logarithmic information rate (frequency) - power diagram in Fig. 4.1. The minimum power requirement of integrated circuits has been calculated by many \{49-52\}. Brillouin \{53\} has shown that an elementary process in a circuit, such as a measurement, a storage or a logic operation, requires an energy conversion which is large in relation to \( kT \approx 4 \times 10^{-21} \) J (at room temperature). This is necessary to avoid thermal fluctuations which are the cause of noise in electronic circuits, Brownian movement, etc. The room temperature is marked with a straight line. A process must ordinarily be far above this line to avoid serious disruption from thermal fluctuations. The protein biosynthesis \{54\} is surprisingly close to this critical line. The transfer from messenger RNA to proteins, which uses half of the power requirements, is actually below this line. This is possible because all of 4.3 bits of information are transferred at each transformation. The ear and
the eye occupy strikingly large areas in the diagram, covering many orders of magnitude. Electronics is probably the best technology we know today, from an exergy efficient viewpoint. But, as Fig. 4.1 shows, life itself is far more efficient in its use of exergy to construct biological matter.

![Figure 4.1. Information rate - power diagram of information transfer](image)

Biological structures live by transforming energy from one form to another. The solar exergy is used to build up complicated organic matter. This information is transferred from generation to generation. The information which is stored in the genetic matter (DNA molecule) directs the construction of matter. When biological material, e.g. wood or cellulose, is used as construction material, it is these structures and this information that we benefit from.

Both exergy and information are measures of the deviation from a reference environment. The exergy is the maximal amount of work that can be derived from such a
deviation, but the work is also needed to maintain and transfer information. The relationship between exergy and information is therefore a very close one.
5. Concluding remarks

All living systems are part of a flow of energy and matter. They receive energy and matter at a low entropy and emit it at a high entropy. Thereby a net inflow of negentropy or exergy is maintained, which keeps the system alive. In living organisms exergy is used to drive metabolic processes and to maintain and develop structures from molecular level and upwards. It is therefore important to understand how exergy is converted. The exergy concept should thus be useful to the geophysical and biological sciences, as well as the technological sciences.

The metabolic processes in society are usually described within economics, but also within other sociological sciences. Even these processes are driven by exergy. It would therefore be natural to relate sociological and economical analyses of a society on an analysis of the exergy conversion in this society.

Exergy is only a physical concept which can be used to describe the reality in which we live. Unclear definitions of concepts and measures can slow down or obstruct a rational tackling of important resource problems. The measure of energy has different meanings in different situations, not least depending on where or by whom it is done. The exergy concept does not provide a solution of the energy and resource problems. The exergy concept is a useful tool in describing the energy and material conversion in society. From technological sources it is often said that the exergy concept is a useless measure since it depends on the environment. In my view, this is on the contrary the value of the exergy concept. The human society must live in harmony with nature; human activity must be adapted to the environment. All utilization of resources and disposal of waste products affect nature. This effect is strongly related to the amount of exergy in the utilized resource or the disposed waste.
Appendix A: Derivation of the exergy concept

Consider a system $A$ in a surrounding system $A_0$, assumed to be homogeneous and to be large in comparison to $A$, fig. A.1. The “environment” $A_0$ can be characterized by its intensive parameters $T_0, p_0$ and $\mu_{i0}$ (temperature, pressure, and chemical potentials). The corresponding parameters for $A$ are $T, p$ and $\mu_i$. (For the moment $A$ is also assumed to be homogeneous.) The extensive parameters for $A$ are $U, V, S$ and $n_i$ ([internal] energy, volume, entropy, and the number of moles of different chemical elements). The extensive parameters for $A_0$ are accordingly $U_0, V_0, S_0$ and $n_{i0}$ and are assumed to be large in comparison to the corresponding quantities for $A$.

$$\begin{align*}
U &<< U_0 \\
V &<< V_0 \\
n_i &<< n_{i0}
\end{align*}$$

(A.1)

The combined system $A + A_0$ is assumed to be isolated (no exchange of matter or energy with the surroundings) apart from work $W$ extracted from $A$,

$$\begin{align*}
dU + dU_0 + dW &= 0 \\
dV + dV_0 &= 0 \\
dn_i + dn_{i0} &= 0
\end{align*}$$

(A.2)

Interaction between $A$ and $A_0$ can take place in a controlled way through the interface of $A$. Since $A$ is small, Eq. (A.1), this does not change the intensive parameters of $A_0$,

$$\begin{align*}
dT_0 &= 0 \\
 dp_0 &= 0 \\
 d\bar{\mu}_0 &= 0
\end{align*}$$

(A.3)
Exergy - a Useful Concept within Resource Accounting

The entropy differential of the environment $A_0$ is

\[ dS_0 = \frac{1}{T_0} \left( dU_0 + p_0 dV_0 - \sum_i \mu_{i0} dn_{i0} \right) \]

\[ = -\frac{1}{T_0} \left( dU + p_0 dV - \sum_i \mu_{i0} dn_i \right) - \frac{dW}{T_0} \]  
(A.4)

where we have used (A.2). The total entropy differential system and environment is

\[ dS_{\text{tot}} = dS + dS_0 = -\frac{1}{T_0} \left( dU + p_0 dV - T_0 dS - \sum_i \mu_{i0} dn_i \right) - \frac{dW}{T_0} \]  
(A.5)

This may be written as

\[ dS_{\text{tot}} = -\frac{1}{T_0} (dE + dW) \]  
(A.6)

where we have introduced the exergy $E$,

\[ E = U + p_0 V - T_0 S - \sum_i \mu_{i0} n_i \]  
(A.7)

If we use the relation

\[ U = TS - pV + \sum_i \mu_i n_i \]  
(A.8)

in (A.7) we get

\[ E = S(T - T_0) - V(p - p_0) + \sum_i n_i (\mu_i - \mu_{i0}) \]  
(A.9)

which shows that $E$ vanishes at equilibrium ($T=T_0, p=p_0, \mu=\mu_0$).

Assume now that $A$ evolves towards equilibrium with its environment $A_0$ without doing any work ($dW = 0$). The exergy is then changed from $E$ to 0 and the total entropy is changed from $S_{\text{tot}}$ to $S_{\text{eq}}$ (eq stands for equilibrium). By integrating (A.6) we then get

\[ S_{\text{eq}} - S_{\text{tot}} = -\left( -E \right) / T_0 \]

and thus
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\[ E = T_0 \left( S_{eq}^{tot} - S^{tot} \right) \]  

(A.10)

Now defining negentropy \( \Sigma \) as

\[ \Sigma = S_{eq}^{tot} - S^{tot} \]  

(A.11)

we then have

\[ E = T_0 \Sigma \geq 0 \]  

(A.12)

The exergy of \( A \) thus is \( T_0 \) multiplied by the negentropy for \( A \) and its environment \( A_0 \). We note that in the definition of exergy (A.7) only the intensive parameters of \( A_0 \) appear.

During the process through which equilibrium is attained the exergy thus changes by \(-E\) (from \( E \) to 0). Let the total entropy increase be \( \Delta S^{tot} \) and let the total work extracted be \( W \). Then the integrated version of (A.6) is

\[ \Delta S^{tot} = -\frac{1}{T_0} \left( -E + W \right) \]  

(A.13)

or

\[ W = E - T_0 \Delta S^{tot} \]  

(A.14)

Since

\[ \Delta S^{tot} \geq 0 \]  

(A.15)

with equality only for a reversible process \( \Delta S^{tot} = 0 \), we have

\[ W \leq E \]  

(A.16)

i.e. the exergy \( E \) is the maximum amount of work that may be extracted from \( A \) in its process of reaching equilibrium with its environment, \( A_0 \).

We may subtract from (A.7) the corresponding equation at equilibrium. Since \( E \) vanishes at equilibrium we then find

\[ E = U - U_{eq} + p_0 \left( V - V_{eq} \right) - T_0 \left( S - S_{eq} \right) - \sum_i \mu_{i0} \left( n_i - n_{i,eq} \right) \]  

(A.17)

which is a useful equation for practical determinations of exergy.

In special cases exergy differences are related to differences of other, better known, thermodynamic potentials, as described in Table A.1.
Table A.1. Relations between differences in exergy and in other thermodynamic potentials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$\Delta E = \Delta X$</th>
<th>Definition of $X$</th>
<th>Usually named</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta n_i=0$</td>
<td>$\Delta E = \Delta G_0$</td>
<td>$G_0 = U + p_0 V - T_0 S$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta n_i=0, \Delta V=0$</td>
<td>$\Delta E = \Delta F_0$</td>
<td>$F_0 = U - T_0 S$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta n_i=0, \Delta S=0$</td>
<td>$\Delta E = \Delta H_0$</td>
<td>$H_0 = U + p_0 V$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta n_i=0, p=p_0, T=T_0$</td>
<td>$\Delta E = \Delta G$</td>
<td>$G = U + p V - TS$</td>
<td>Gibbs free energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta n_i=0, \Delta V=0, T=T_0$</td>
<td>$\Delta E = \Delta F$</td>
<td>$F = U - TS$</td>
<td>Helmholz free energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta n_i=0, \Delta S=0, p=p_0$</td>
<td>$\Delta E = \Delta H$</td>
<td>$H = U + p V$</td>
<td>Enthalpy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.2. System $A$ in a local environment $A_L$ in an environment $A_0$.

It may be of interest to consider the case of a system $A$ in a local environment $A_L$ which in its turn is included in a global environment $A_0$ (Fig. A.2). We may then define a “local” exergy:

$$E_L = U + p V - T_L S - \sum_i \mu_i n_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.18)

which is related to the “global” exergy

$$E = U + p_0 V - T_0 S - \sum_i \mu_{i0} n_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.19)

through

$$E = E_{L0} + E_L$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.20)

where $E_{L0}$ gives the contribution of exergy due to the deviation of the local environment from the global one.
which is the exergy expression (A.9) for A with the intensive parameters of $A_L$ replacing those of A. However $E_{L0}$ is not an exergy function. For instance it is clearly not positive definite.

The exergy or negentropy may be said to be a measure of the \textit{contrast} of a system against an average “gray” background, see Eqs. (A.9) and (A.12). It is therefore natural that these concepts are closely tied to information theory, see Appendix C.
Appendix B: Exergy content of materials

Assume that the temperature $T$ and the pressure $p$ are constant i.e. $T=T_0$ and $p=p_0$, then according to Eq. (A.9) we have

$$ E = \sum_i n_i (\mu_i - \mu_{i0}) $$  \hspace{1cm} (B.1)

From chemistry we have that the chemical potential $\mu_i$ for an element $i$ may be written as

$$ \mu_i = \mu_i^0 + RT_0 \ln a_i $$  \hspace{1cm} (B.2)

where $a_i$ is the activity for the element $i$ and $\mu_i^0$, is the chemical potential for the element relative to its reference state.

Further we have

$$ a_i \propto c_i $$  \hspace{1cm} (B.3)

where $c_i$ is the concentration of the element $i$. From (B.2) and (B.3) we may write (B.1) as

$$ E = \sum_i n_i (\mu_i^0 - \mu_{i0}) + RT_0 \sum_i n_i \ln \frac{c_i}{c_{i0}} $$  \hspace{1cm} (B.4)

The exergy of a material may thus be calculated from its chemical potential and from its concentration in its actual state and in its reference state. This is illustrated in an example from the Swedish iron production in 1975. This illustration is to be regarded as a simple example of the use of the exergy concept within resource accounting.

If we only consider one element we may instead write Eq. (B.4) as

$$ E = n \left[ \mu^0 - \mu_{i0} + RT_0 \ln \frac{c}{c_{i0}} \right] $$  \hspace{1cm} (B.5)

The Swedish mining industry is totally dominated by iron ore. The Swedish iron ore has an average iron content of about 60% (weight percentage) and it usually consists of magnetite in which the iron ore has the chemical composition Fe₃O₄. We then have $c=60\%$.

Now suppose that the bed-rock represents a standard environment and that its iron atoms are in their (energetically) lowest ionization state, i.e. Fe²⁺- ions, then we have $c_{i0}=5\%$ and the difference in chemical potential becomes 50 kJ/mole \cite{56}.
With $T_0=15^\circ C$, the exergy content of magnetite iron ore with 60% iron becomes 56 kJ/mole ore 170 kWh/ton.

In an analogous way we find that the exergy content of pure iron becomes 92 kJ/mole or 460 kWh/ton.

The Swedish production of iron ore was in 1975 approximately 36 Mtons. (Estimated on the basis the production in 1974.) If we assume all this ore to be magnetite iron ore, since most of the Swedish iron ore is, then the ore represents a total exergy quantity of 6.1 TWh.

The production of iron was in 1975 roughly 6 Mtons, representing an approximate quantity of 2.7 TWh. To produce this iron about 10 Mtons of ore was needed, corresponding to 1.7 TWh together with 10 TWh of electrical exergy and 30 TWh of coal, coke and other fuels. The exergy efficiency in the iron production process then becomes $\eta_{ex}=6\%$. Figure 3.7 illustrates the situation.
Appendix C: Efficiency concepts at conversions of exergy

A conversion process taking place at a non-zero rate \( v \) (exergy per unit of time) must be driven by a non-zero gradient \( g \). For many applications it is probably sufficient to assume linearity, as in Eq. (E.2),

\[
v = \varepsilon g
\]  

(C.1)

where \( \varepsilon \) is a constant independent of \( g \).

The entropy production per unit of time connected with such a conversion process is quadratic with respect to \( v \) (compare Eq. (E.4))

\[
\frac{dS}{dT} = \chi v^2
\]  

(C.2)

where \( \chi \) does not depend on \( v \). If several ways are possible for the conversion process to occur from the initial to the final form of energy then let \( \chi_0 \) assign the lowest possible value of \( \chi \) for the conversion process being studied. Then we have a minimum entropy production per unit time

\[
\left( \frac{dS}{dT} \right)_{\text{min}} (v) = \chi_0 v^2
\]  

(C.3)

and hence a minimum exergy destruction per unit time \( T_0 (dS/dt)_{\text{min}} (v) \) where \( T_0 \) is the environmental temperature. Thus, the maximum amount that can go into desired outputs (exergy per unit time) is

\[
v - T_0 \chi_0 v^2
\]  

(C.4)

we are thus led to define

iii) the maximal exergy efficiency related to the conversion rate \( v \) as

\[
\eta_{\text{max}} (v) = 1 - (v/\nu_0)
\]  

(C.5)

where

\[
\nu_0 = 1/(T_0 \chi_0)
\]  

(C.6)

is the characteristic power connected to the conversion process.
iv) We can also connect (ii) and (iii) and define a relative exergy efficiency $\eta_{rel}$ for a non-zero rate conversion process

$$\eta_{ex} = \eta_{rel} \eta_{max} (v)$$

(C.7)
Appendix D: Exergy and information

Thermodynamics deals with the physical laws of systems containing many particles. From a macroscopic point of view the systems are small (approximately $10^{-21}$ m$^3$), but from a microscopic point of view they are large ($10^{-21}$ m$^3$ contains approximately $10^9$ atoms). Thus, it is impossible to have a detailed knowledge of the motion of individual particles. In statistical mechanics, which provides the theoretical basis for the understanding of thermodynamics, we take advantage of the large number of particles and use statistical methods to describe macroscopic properties as average properties resulting from the motion and interaction of many particles.

Information theory deals with a system of incomplete information \{57\}. The general problem of how to take into account, in an unambiguous way, the available (incomplete) information was successfully tackled by Jaynes \{58\}. As Jaynes showed, statistical mechanics is a special instance of information theory. Conversely, powerful concepts and methods developed in statistical mechanics may be extended to other fields through information theory.

Let the system being described consist of $N$ particles. The number of possible states $\Omega$ depends exponentially on $N$. Let the probability for the $j$th state be realized by $P_j$,

$$\sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P_j = 1 \quad (D.1)$$

The entropy is then defined in statistical mechanics as,

$$S = -k \sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P_j \ln P_j \quad (D.2)$$

where $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant.

The probabilities at equilibrium $P_j^0$ are those that maximize entropy $S$ under whatever constraints on the system that may be given

$$S_{eq} = S_{max} = -k \sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P_j^0 \ln P_j^0 \quad (D.3)$$

The (excess) negentropy of the system described by the probabilities $P_j$ then is

$$S_{eq} - S = k \left( \sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P_j \ln P_j - \sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P_j^0 \ln P_j^0 \right) \quad (D.4)$$

The information content is, according to information theory \{59\}, in binary units (bits)
As an example, if the system contains \( N \) different particles with 2 possible states each, then \( \Omega = 2^N \). If there are no constraints, all \( P^0_j \) are equal 2\(^{-N} \). Complete information about the system (one \( P_j \) equal to unity, the others vanishing) then gives \( I = N \). For each particle there is then information equivalent to one yes or one no answer to a specific question. Each such answer amounts to one binary unit (bit) of information. From Eqs. D.4 and D.5 we see that negentropy and information are very simply related

\[
I = \frac{1}{\ln 2} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P_j \ln P_j - \sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P^0_j \ln P^0_j \right)
\]

(D.5)

where

\[
S_{eq} - S = k' I
\]

(D.6)

and

\[
k' = k \ln 2 \approx 1.0 \times 10^{-23} \text{ J/K}
\]

(D.7)

plays the role of fundamental constant. Thus one bit is equivalent to 1.0\( \times \)10\(^{-23} \) J/K of negentropy.

The relation in Eq. A.10 between exergy and entropy,

\[
E = T_0 (S_{eq}^{tot} - S^{tot})
\]

(D.8)

(“tot” stands for the total system, which is here only called the system) combined with Eq. D.6 gives us the following relation between exergy and information

\[
E = k'T_0 I
\]

(D.9)

Thus\( k'T_0 \approx 2.9 \times 10^{-21} \text{ J} \) is the amount of exergy connected to one bit of information at room temperature.

It should be noted that “information” is a measure not necessarily of actual meaningful information but rather of information capacity. It can also be thought of as a measure of \textit{order} or \textit{structure}. 

---

1. \( I = \frac{1}{\ln 2} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P_j \ln P_j - \sum_{j=1}^{\Omega} P^0_j \ln P^0_j \right) \)
2. \( S_{eq} - S = k' I \)
3. \( k' = k \ln 2 \approx 1.0 \times 10^{-23} \text{ J/K} \)
4. \( E = T_0 (S_{eq}^{tot} - S^{tot}) \)
5. \( E = k'T_0 I \)

---
Appendix E: Exergy and some idealized thermodynamic systems

1. Equilibrium

An isolated system $A$ at equilibrium has maximum entropy, $S = S_{eq}$. Let the system be described by the intensive variables $X_i(x,t)$ depending on position $x$ within $A$, and time $t$. The values of the variables $X_i$ are determined through the condition of maximum $S$,

$$\frac{\delta S}{\delta X_i} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (E.1)

The entropy may decrease only temporarily through fluctuations, as indicated in Fig. E.1.

At equilibrium, parameters such as temperature and entropy are well-defined.

![Entropy as function of time for a system in equilibrium](image)

2. A system not deviating too far from equilibrium

Consider a small volume $\Delta V$ around the point $x$ of the system $A$, see Fig. E.2. If $\Delta V$ is macroscopically small but still large enough to contain a large number of particles it may be considered at a specific time to constitute a system which has reached equilibrium in $\Delta V$. (The relaxation time for reaching internal equilibrium in $\Delta V$ is assumed to be small compared to a typical period of time describing interaction with the surroundings.) Thus, temperature, pressure, entropy density and so on may be defined as functions of the point $x$ and time $t$. 
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Flows $\mathbf{J}_i(x,t)$ are driven by gradients of the intensive variables $X_i$. A linear relationship can be assumed

$$\mathbf{J}_i(x,t) = \sum_j L_{ij} \nabla X_j(x,t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (E.2)

where the coefficients $L_{ij}$ satisfy the Onsager relations

$$L_{ij} = L_{ji}$$  \hspace{1cm} (E.3)

When the system evolves the entropy increases. Let the entropy production per unit volume and time be $\sigma(x,t)$. Then \{59\}

$$\frac{dS}{dt} = \int d^3x \sigma(x,t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (E.4)

where

$$\sigma(x,t) = \sum_{i,j} L_{ij} (\nabla X_i)(\nabla X_j) \geq 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (E.5)

We see from Eqs. (E.4) and (E.5) that for systems which are not isolated, $L_{ij} \neq 0$, there is an entropy production whenever there is a gradient. The entropy production has its minimal value for a source-free gradient,

$$\nabla(\nabla X_i) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (E.6)

III. Systems far from equilibrium. Living systems.

A system may be maintained away from equilibrium if it lies in an energy flow and receives energy from one system and passes it to away to another. For such a system $A$, see Fig. E.3, the inflow of energy (temperature $T_1$) carries low entropy and the outflow
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(temperature $T_2 < T_1$) carries high entropy. If the power is $P$ and the average temperature of $A$ is $T_0$ ($T_1 > T_2 > T_0$), then the net exergy gain per unit time, $W$ is

$$ W = T_0 P \left( \frac{1}{T_2} - \frac{1}{T_1} \right) $$

(E.7)

This exergy flow can be used to construct and maintain structures far away from equilibrium.

Figure E.3. A system $A$ of average temperature $T_0$ in an energy flow $P$.

For living organisms equilibrium means death. Human beings, as well as animals in general, stay away from equilibrium (i.e. stay alive) by extracting chemical energy in the processing of food into waste. This energy is then passed on to the environment as heat. The whole biosphere lives by converting high frequency (heat) radiation emitted to space, see Fig. 3.3. The fundamental process here is the photosynthesis in the plant. Physically, of course, living systems are extremely complicated. A much simpler example of Fig. E.3 is a metal rod conducting heat from a hot reservoir to a cold reservoir.

If the deviation from equilibrium is not too great, a system in a position between a steady energy giver and a steady energy receiver evolves into a stationary state. This is for instance true for the metal rod in the example just mentioned.

A stationary state not far from equilibrium is characterized by minimal entropy production,

$$ \frac{\delta}{\delta X_i} \left( \frac{dS}{dr} \right) = 0 $$

(E.8)

and the boundary conditions imposed by the energy giver and the energy receiver. Thus, in the evolution towards a stationary state, the entropy production decreases steadily until it reaches the minimum value determined by Eq. (E.8).

If a system is in a negentropy (or exergy) flow, Ref. {26} and if self catalytic processes are possible, then fluctuations may be used as starting points for producing structure and order out of a more chaotic state, Refs. {34} and {35}. This is the way life
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once began on earth, Ref. {34}. The description of such phenomena, however, is outside
the scope of this report.

A simple way of helping a system which involves self catalytic processes is to enclose
it within a shell of some sort. A living cell is an obvious example of this.

IV. The exergy of an ideal monoatomic gas

Consider an ideal monoatomic gas enclosed in a container in an environment of the
same gas, see Fig. E.4. If $T$ or $p$ deviate from $T_0$ or $p_0$, work may be extracted from A. To
determine the exergy we use Eq. (A.16). Assuming that the gas is thin enough to be
considered as an ideal gas, we have for the volume $V$, energy $U$, and entropy $S$ of A

$$V = \frac{nRT}{p}$$

$$U = \frac{3nRT}{2}$$

$$(E.9)$$

$$S = S_{eq} + nR \left[ \frac{3}{2} \ln \left( \frac{T}{T_0} \right) + \ln \left( \frac{V}{V_0} \right) \right]$$

where $n$ is the total number of moles, and

$$V_{eq} = \frac{nRT_0}{P_0}$$

$$U_{eq} = \frac{3nRT_0}{2}$$

$$(E.10)$$

We vary volume and temperature and keep $n$ constant, $n = n_{eq}$, we then get

$$E = nRT_0 \left[ \frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{T}{T_0} \right) \ln \left( \frac{T}{T_0} \right) + \frac{V}{V_{eq}} - 1 - \ln \left( \frac{V}{V_{eq}} \right) \right]$$

$$(E.11)$$

Expressed in terms of relative deviations from equilibrium
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\[ t = \frac{T - T_0}{T_0} \]  
\[ v = \frac{V - V_{eq}}{V_{eq}} = \frac{TP_0}{T_0p} - 1 \]  
\hspace{1cm} (E.12)

the exergy is
\[ E = nRT_0 \left[ \frac{3}{2} g(t) + g(v) \right] \]  
\hspace{1cm} (E.13)

where \( g(x) \) is the function, also see Fig. E.5
\[ g(x) = x - \ln(1+x) \]  
\hspace{1cm} (E.14)

We see that \( g(x) \) increases rapidly with increasing negative value of \( x \). For the temperature part in Eq. (E.13) this means that if the gas is much colder than the environment it carries a large amount of exergy.

The divergence at \( x = -1 \) is connected to the use of Stirling’s formula (E.15) in the derivation of Eq. (E.9). For a large \( n \) we have
\[ \ln n! \approx n \ln(n-1) \]  
\hspace{1cm} (E.15)

When \( x \to -1 \) Stirling’s formula is no longer valid since \( n \) becomes small (see the comment of this in Chapter 2 in Ref. {22}), the gas is no longer to be regarded as an ideal gas.

Figure E.5. The function \( g(x) = x - \ln(1+x) \).
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